
University Of Technology
Building and Construction Enl. Dept.

Final Exam -201 2t2013 1 ". Atiempi
Subject : Const. of Hydraulic Struc. Class: becond
Branch : Water and Dams Eng. Time : 3 ttouis

Date i'l2l 6 t2O1S
Answer Five Questions only
Q1: Complete the followings:

1- The kinds ofclay bricks are l----- 2------ 3_-____ 4__--__ 5-______
2 -The characteristics of normal porfland cement are the following:

l------- 2 --------- 3 -_______- 4 _-________-_

3- The water and wastewater treatment plants are supplied by
different services, including 1------2 ---------3--___:_+_-_____-__

4- The rocks are classified due to their physical and chemical
properties into l--------- 2--------- 3

5- The concrete admixtures can classified into major categories,are
I -------- 2--------- 3-------- 4----_____

((20 degrees))
Q2 : Give the reasons for the followings:

l-The more commonly used materials for filter media in IRAe is the
sand.

2 -The using of stirrups reinforcement in concrete beams.
3- Division of all buildings broadly into light and heary buildings.
4- The sludge treatment tanks are locked.
5- The use of low temperature Portland cement in dam's construction.

((20 degrees))
Q3: Explain in drawing the details for the followings:

l- Over hanged beam.
2- Isometric of brick wall showing the bed and perpendicular joint
3- Moderate angle arch giving the number ofcenters.
4- Inverse T-section and I-section ofstandard precast and pr€-stress

beams.
5- Section in water joint.

((20 degrees))

Q 4: A) - classify the followings:
1- The main types of hydroelectric power generation which are

operating with storage water
2- The single center arches or radial arches .

3- The brick walls'
4- The main coating materials used for coating banks of rivers and

channels.
5- The fish passages.

B ) State the principles which must be taken into account in Casting of
concrete for Yarious parts of structures.

((20 degrees))



J 5: A) Answer the followings:- "' '-' 
i- i,u," the points which must be taken into account when the Stone

used in the construction '
2-State in details the equipments used in casting concrete '

S f S1ut" tlr" points from which we note the impact of vertical loads in

the stability of bricks construction. 
((20 degrees;1

Q 6: Answer lhe followings:
A-) Define with d"tails the belly arch 

' 
direct line in arch 

' 
height of

arch , sPace ofarch,and suPPorts - -
B-) State in details the speciat siructures which are used in control

eroslon .

With our best wishes for your success

((20 degrees))
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./').\\Vt) t - When the concrete casting in the foundations or

sites tf'ui 
"ontu'n 

water should first conduct the

withdrawal of all the water in the sites with the

. 
' casting iutfu""t and cleaning clay and debris' and

r' '.'ij other 6xotic materials ln the case of the presence

' of contrnuous water in casting site that should be

- disposeJof by pumping off-site casting and must be

carried oui tf''i't'procesJ without influence a concrete

which was casting recently'
2 -fhe materials of stony concrete and other exottc

- materials must be removed from interior surfaces

of the concrete blocks' as well as the inner surfaces

ol equipment for mixing and casting concrete'.

3 - not'allowed to use equipments of transport

concrete, which have the effect of the flow of

,:oncrete from theirs '

'4 - a concrete to be taken otit from the mtxtng

equtpments or transport vehicle to the place of the

iinal situation continuously and as quickly as

possible without breaking or loss of its materials

until to be complete the casting to the construction

part process' The concrete that which is subject to

freezing primary because th.ey left for a period (43

minutes) should be negllglble'
5 - Not allow to cast the concrete from rising more

lhan (1.5) m ,and if necessary it must use cone or
-,os" if'"i the process is beyond the control of the

quanllty oi tnem in order to remove the separation

condition in concrete materials and in the same

time is to maintain the homogeneity of the concrete

mixture cast in the constructional unit '

6 - The process of compaction must be used by

compacied with rod or by using the vib;atcrs which

is the important process in the concrete castlng



,^\HV tz
1 - Resist the side pushing forces only.
2 - The level of layers is perpendicular to the side

pushing forces
3 - In the case of side pushing , the resultant should

be a summation of all forces in the construction
laying in the middle third of any section driving in
the wall.

4 - The resultant of the forces acting vertically and
decentralization to the wall in the middle third of
the cross-section to it.

2J- l here are several types of concrete*/ 
rnixtures used according to the amount of concrete
required. Mechanical mixtures used when casting
a limited amount of concrete, as in small structures.
Mechanical mixtures are transported by wheels that are
installed on it and pulls by any means of pull
equipments. Also be equipped with diesel engines for
the purposes of recycling.
However, if the amount of concrete required are large
and not fit with the production capacity of mechanical
mixtures, so that the central mixtures are used which
are mostly built in the workplace in order to be able to
process quantities of concrete on an continuous wav
and as required , like in the case of dams that require
the large quantities of concrete. As it is used to the
concrete pumps for this purpose.
The concrete pumps often consist a basin to receive
concrete in its base there is an opening leading to the
two cylinders moving through their two piston which are
pulled the concrete to steel hose (or sometimes rubber)
and where the non-return valve for concrete as shown in

-s-
ii - '\
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a -\ A - load a specific area of land above the

'" )) uPPer limit of its durabilitY'

B - concentration of loads on an irregular

basis on the ground flaccid'

C - When the outcome of the non-vertical

loads on the soil it which leads to the

oossibility of sliding some layers ol

lncomPact soil '

D - the non-central loads'

Ct -.4
nl\v/{.'-

Be\\g t \ ' ,*\" inne- Forrb of qtol
- -'O o..d. t-<- !or.cR\t-
Direct Line: The line rinr<iirg the supporis and

from rt the nrgh and space of arch tle

measured . ;tance betv,,een tne neels
c',rce The horizontal dls
>pd\'.' 

oiif," ur"f.'l from ihe inside.

'roinht The vertical O'ttun""" n"t*t9i th: 
]"^Y:] :tHelgnr' 

i""t"nr "t 
arch and the highest pornt In

ir-t" berrv of the P'"h

Supports: si,1:Yu' l*:."m'3:"?Ji:iT:of ?t-ch. wlttt'tt "'":,,;,^- +.., laterol
vertical toaos in addition to laterr

forces which r"q'it"t t!9 Pt"Y::"^::f
structural details to resist these forces'



B)1 - Objectors Networks barriers:
These barriers are implemented from

steel ropes, and used for the detention of solid material
floating in the floods flowing.
This type consists of two hanging networks in the banks

and bottom of narrow waterway , where the bottom
network has resist the stream water flow and part,ialll
differentiated it , and the second network has resrst the
remaining impacts of the water flow .

shows this tvoe:

semi-Objectors barrlers:2 - Processgs seml-t-ru1tju.\Jr J wcrr ' 'v' s'

These barriers are used for several

curposes including increasins,l["^ ::tj"*":::tll:;;:;il*iil;;;'""J water depths and reduce the

deposition of alluvial niillS;. usually in the form of

lhe cross-se:ll": 
:L H,J ",,iuJ *"ntibned barrie rs is

+,rapezoidal. wnen rr ru 'teat"nruv this case increased
near the surface ?Jlt:-:;; oi'*ut"t , and the watr-

the intensitv "f l!?"':ff;. .i"o" "t 
the stream

ioa"lino to increase tne :

3 - Earth longitudinal barriers:
The impact of this type of barriers on

the stream of water is less than the impact of the types
listed above.That it is constructed in parallel with the
stream water and the base of barrier should be
protected from erosion through the coating of the base ,

by protective layer of stone.

I



4-Earthbarriersprotectx:"[""L"::"strg...............gte{toprotect
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